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Good benchmark software for anyone overclocking 7/10. I had a lot of issues viewing my results online. It wasn't inuitive at all..
Great Direct X 11 Benchmark worth the money. I have previously used the free version, but for $10.00 this is worth the
moeny.. I had a lot of issues viewing my results online. It wasn't inuitive at all.. Well this program is quite usefull and it can be
quite addicting in persuit of higher scores!. 3DMark's benchmarking algorithms are off and most people know how to game
them to get waaaay higher scores than is even possible. People running dual core Intel Celeron processors beat out AMD FX 6+
core processors. Likewise people with integrated graphics beat out discrete GTX cards by miles. If the scores were meaningful,
benchmarking software like this would be useful. But it's not and therefore, I can't recommend it.. Heyyo, Futuremark has been
an extremely popular benchmarking software developer for a long time. and 3DMark shows us exactly why. 3DMark 11 shows
how beautiful and effective DirectX 11 is with the latest and greatest hardware. The launch on Steam for 3DMark 11 was rocky
(couldn't get it to run on my notebook with nVidia Optimus tech enabled GTX 650M) but after direct contact from Futuremark
they asked me to test a few different .exe files which worked great and the patch was released to all. THAT, is customer service.
I support Futuremark because they support us.. would be nice if this had a full set of features other than benching the video how
about adding some tools or utilites to speed up the PC what you pay for in this really should have more in the app another
product that you really dont need bad for me im stuck with it find a free version. As some gaming laptops are tested for their
3DMark 11 performance, its nice that this software allows me to compare their performance against my gaming desktop.

Cuit Free to play! : Hello everyone! I have decided to make Cuit Free-To-Play now, as I sadly have no time left supporting this
application anymore (for quite a while already, actually). Hope some of you still find joy in solving the puzzles. I admit that the
UI is to be improved (to say the least), but yeah. Maybe one day I'll have the time to get back to it or make a sequel with more
of a budget (or rather any budget at all).. Update 1.12: Copy & Paste / Selection Mode and UI Improvements : Update 1.12:
New features: Selection mode in editor Copy and Paste (Duplicate) selections Delete selections New nano-splitter segment
allowing for more flexible cable placement Updated: UI improvements (Will be improved more over time - I noticed the
problems and suggestions from the community concerning the UI) Tool-Tip improvements: The tool-tips while hovering a gate
have been improved upon community feedback Bugfixes: Cable placement in editor now works in both ways. Once triggering a
bomb (and turning it off again) in build mode won't blow up the level any more when turning the build mode off.. Possible UI
and resolution fix : Hello everyone! I heard a common problem are resolutions different from 1080p monitors. I tried to
implement a fix / patch for this problem, and that has been released now.
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